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“IB x 99” was my initial thought of In
what university education would be
like. Reality? I can tell you that it is
utterly different from what I perceived.
I can never be more proud of being a
Bruin, for being a tiny part of UCLA.
Believe it or not, I feel that the amount of

college student is much less than being

by

college, everything is learning.
Every single thing you do counts as an
invaluable experience that you will be
equipped with for the rest of your life. Not
that you can’t learn from things around you
in high school, but just that the amount
of freedom you get in college is almost

opportunities presented to you each day
in college. But at the end of the day, it’s
the same question asked to Concord- all about your decision in making the
ian alumni almost my entire high school most out of those experiences. You can
career. “Did IB help your college life?” My go to class or you can skip class. You
can choose to study/research or you
are able to keep up with studying 9 classes can choose to play Xbox360 in your
per semester in IB and maintaining good dorm. You can choose to party every
grades, 3 classes in college is a piece of Thursday night or you can choose to do
cake. And no. If you spend your time chill- extra assignments that add 1% to your
ing with your friends 24/7, your college grade. I’m not saying that one choice is
academic life will probably be as miserable better than another. I’m comparing this to
as your IB grades. When I was a high school show the power of choices. Who knows,
freshmen, I used to ask upperclass- going out to party once in a while might
men “how did you survive IB when even allow you to make connections with
9th grade already asks so much from future potential business partners? Last
you?” That one answer is the key to my but not least, enjoy your high school life.
successful educational career, and will It won’t be long until it’s over, and when
probably be for the key for the rest of you look back, jubilant memories will
my life. It’s time management. Manage always warm your heart.
your time well, and you will have time for
everything you want to do in your life.
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In high school, when you think about
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‘learning’, it is all about going to
classes, completing your homework,
Politics and Chinese
writing your essays, acing the tests.
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